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Abstract: Custom high-resolution high-speed anterior segment spectral 
domain Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) was used to characterize 
three-dimensionally (3-D) corneal topography in keratoconus before and 
after implantation of intracorneal ring segments (ICRS). Previously 
described acquisition protocols were followed to minimize the impact of the 
motions of the eye. The collected set of images was corrected from 
distortions: fan (scanning) and optical (refraction). Custom algorithms were 
developed for automatic detection and classification of volumes in the 
anterior segment of the eye, in particular for the detection and classification 
of the implanted ICRS. Surfaces were automatically detected for 
quantitative analysis of the corneal elevation maps (fitted by biconicoids 
and Zernike polynomials) and pachymetry. Automatic tools were developed 
for the estimation of the 3-D positioning of the ICRS. The pupil center 
reference was estimated from the segmented iris volume. The developed 
algorithms are illustrated in a keratoconic eye (grade III) pre- and 30 days 
post-operatively after implantation of two triangular-section, 0.3-mm thick 
Ferrara ring segments. Quantitative corneal topographies reveal that the 
ICRS produced a flattening of the anterior surface, a steepening of the 
posterior surface, meridional differences in the changes in curvature and 
asphericity, and increased symmetry of the anterior topography. Optical 
distortion correction through the ICRS (of a different refractive index from 
the cornea) allowed accurate pachymetric estimates, which showed 
increased thickness in the ectatic area as well as in peripheral corneal areas. 
Automatic tools allowed estimation of the depth of the implanted ICRS ring, 
as well as its rotation with respect to the pupil plane. Anterior segment 
sOCT provided with fan and optical distortion correction and analysis tools 
is an excellent instrument for evaluating and monitoring keratoconic eyes 
and for the quantification of the changes produced by ICRS treatment. 
© 2012 Optical Society of America 
OCIS codes: (110.4500) Optical coherence tomography; (120.6650) Surface measurements, 
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1. Introduction 

Keratoconus is a bilateral, asymmetric and chronic disease of the eye caused by the 
weakening of the cornea with a prevalence of 1 per 2000 in the population [1]. It is 
characterized by a progressive thinning and steepening of the cornea, resulting in a cone-
shaped cornea, which leads to increased astigmatism and high order aberrations [2], and a loss 
of visual quality [3]. In the early stages of the disease, the use of spectacles or contact lenses 
might provide sufficiently functional visual quality to the patient [4]. However, the 
progressive corneal thinning and steepening usually results in the need of corneal transplant in 
advanced stages [5,6]. Several emerging treatments of keratoconus, such as collagen cross-
linking [7] or the implantation of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) intracorneal ring 
segments (ICRS) [8–10], attempt at preventing or delaying corneal transplant. The rationale 
behind the ICRS is the use of passive spacing elements to increase the keratoconic corneal 
structural integrity, shorten the arc length of the corneal surface, and achieving a refractive 
adjustment by flattening the central cornea [11,12]. One of the advantages of the ICRS 
surgery is the possibility of reshaping the cornea without removing tissue, although a potential 
drawback is the lack of predictability of its outcomes [13–15]. 

Understanding of the structural and geometrical changes induced on the cornea upon 
implantation of ICRS is key in the optimization of the ICRS surgery to treat keratoconus and 
increase its predictability. Quantitative information from advanced anterior segment imaging 
techniques may be challenged by the irregular cornea, by the limited range of application of 
some of the existing instruments, and by the presence of the implant with a different index of 
refraction from tissue. Several studies report geometrical corneal changes in keratoconic 
corneas [16–19] and upon ICRS implantation, measured by slit-scanning corneal topography 
(Orbscan, Orbtek, Inc) [20], Scheimpflug camera (Pentacam, Oculus, Inc) [21] or high-
frequency ultrasound (UBM) [22]. Although these instruments have allowed to identify 
unusual topographic patterns in the anterior cornea, and provided posterior corneal elevation 
and pachymetry maps, they are subject to limitations, particularly in the application under 
study. Slit-scanning topography presents limited depth resolution and several studies have 
reported underestimation of corneal thickness in keratoconic patients [23]. Furthermore, the 
lack of an appropriate correction of the optical distortion produced by the anterior corneal 
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surface limits the reliability of the retrieved posterior corneal surface. In comparison with slit-
scanning systems, Pentacam Scheimplfug imaging system has shown to provide good 
reproducibility and repeatability in measuring curvature and thickness in normal and 
keratoconic eyes [24], although some studies reported variability in corneal elevation maps 
[25,26]. In a previous study we showed that posterior corneal curvature measured with this 
instrument was not influenced by refraction of the anterior surface [27]. However, it is likely 
that the optical distortion correction assumes a constant corneal refractive index, 
compromising the estimates of posterior corneal elevations viewed through a different optical 
material. UBM requires immersing the eye in a coupling fluid, which limits control of the 
visual fixation). Also, although unlike optical techniques UBM is not subject to refraction 
distortion, the axial resolution is poorer than that of optical techniques. 

Anterior segment Optical Coherence Tomography (OCT) presents several advantages over 
other techniques to evaluate keratoconus and ICRS implantation. It is non-invasive, and high-
speed technology allows collection of 3-D anterior segment data in hundreds of milliseconds 
with an unprecedented axial and lateral resolution [28]. Several studies report different 
corneal parameters in normal and keratoconic subjects using OCT: central corneal thickness 
[29–32], radius and asphericities of anterior and posterior corneal surfaces and corneal 
topographic and pachymetric maps [33–38]. A study also reported estimates of the depth of 
the implanted ICRS using an OCT meridians images from a custom system [39]. OCT appears 
therefore as an ideal tool to quantify both the geometry of the cornea, and its changes with 
treatment, as well as the implantation of the ICRS (i.e. three dimensional positioning of the 
implants within the corneal volume). However, quantitative geometrical parameters can only 
be retrieved accurately upon correction of the fan (scanning) distortion of the sample arm of 
the OCT instrument, and (for all structures behind the anterior cornea) correction of the 
optical (refraction) distortion [33–37]. Optical correction of the refraction of the anterior 
cornea is particularly critical in keratoconic corneas, with increased irregularities and 
steepening, and in the presence of ICRS with a different refractive index. 

In this study, we present quantification of the keratoconic cornea before and after ICRS 
implantation. To our knowledge, this is the first time where fully quantitative OCT (following 
fan and optical distortion correction) has been applied to retrieve anterior and posterior 
corneal elevations and pachymetric to irregular and treated corneas. The study also reports the 
development of a series of automatic algorithms of volume identification in general (and of 
the ICRS in particular), automatic segmentation of the edges of the ICRS, which allowed 
accurate automatic estimate of the location, depth and rotational angles of the ICRS. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Patient and ICRS surgery 

Ferrara ICRS were implanted using a manual surgical technique in one keratoconic patient (29 
y.o) [9]. The surgical procedure was carried out under topical anesthesia. The technical 
specifications of the Ferrara ICRS were: triangular cross section, 0.3-mm thickness, 90-deg 
arc length, 5-mm inner diameter, and 5.6-mm outer diameter. The tunnels were performed at 
80% of the corneal thickness, and the ICRS subsequently implanted in the tunnels. Two 
segments were implanted symmetrically at an angle of 70° deg from the steepest meridian. 
The study was approved by Institutional Review Boards and followed the tenets of the 
Declaration of Helsinki. The subject signed a consent form and was aware of the nature of the 
study. 

2.2. Experimental sOCT set up and acquisition protocols 

The analysis was performed on images collected with a custom-developed spectral OCT 
system (from a collaborative effort with Copernicus University, Torun, Poland) [28]. The set-
up is based on a fiber-optics Michelson interferometer configuration with a superluminescent 
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diode (SLD) (λ0 = 840 nm, Δλ = 50 nm; Superlum, Ireland) as a light source and a 
spectrometer consisting of a volume diffraction grating, and a 12-bit line-scan CMOS camera 
with 4096 pixels (Basler sprint spL4096-140k; Basler AG, Germany) as a detector. The 
effective acquisition speed is 25000 A-Scans/s, which optimized balance between speed and 
SNR. The axial range of the instrument is 7 mm in depth, resulting in a theoretical pixel 
resolution of 3.4 µm. The axial resolution predicted by the bandwidth of the SLD laser source 
is 6.9 µm. 

Measurements on the patient were performed pre-operatively and 30 days after ICRS 
implantation. The patient was stabilized using a bite bar. Alignment of the patient was 
achieved with respect to the anterior corneal specular reflection. All the measurements were 
performed in a dark room under the same conditions without the use of dilating drops. A total 
of five sets of 3-dimensional measurements were collected pre-operatively and post-ICRS 
implantation. The SLD power exposure was fixed at 800 µW. Each set of 3-D measurements 
was acquired in 0.72 seconds in order to minimize the impact of motion artifacts [36]. 
Measurements were collected on a 10 × 12 mm zone, using 50 B-Scans composed by a 
collection of 360 A-Scans, providing a resolution of 0.03 mm for horizontal and 0.2 mm for 
vertical meridian. 

2.3. 3D image analysis: denoising, segmentation and surface fitting 

Corneal topographic maps from normal subjects using sOCT by extracting volumetric data 
were described in detail in previous studies [33–36]. This study incorporates improvements 
for a faster and a more sensitive automatic segmentation of the surfaces, as well as new 
routines that have been specifically developed for the requirements of the current application. 
Newly developed algorithms for automatic clustering of volumetric objects have been 
particularly instrumental in the detection of ICRSs within the corneal volume, and the 
automatic pupil detection, used for referencing. The algorithm is summarized in nine steps. 
Only dedicated new routines are described in detail: 

(1) Denoising: A rotational kernel transform [33] was performed for an edge-preserving 
denoising, using a mask of size 9 pixels. In addition, a wavelet low-pass filtering processing 
based on log-Gabor wavelet for 7 scales and 6 orientations was used. This procedure allows 
enhancing the signal-noise to ratio (SNR) by averaging across multiple scales and 
orientations. Figure 1 shows an illustration of a B-Scan before and after applying the 
denoising algorithm. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Example of B-Scan from a keratoconic patient. (b) Same B-scan after the application 
of the denoising algorithm. 

(2) Statistical thresholding: In a previous study, a derivation of the Otsu’s method was 
applied on individual A-Scans rather than on the B-Scans [34], allowing an adaptive treatment 
of the noise and signal levels of every A-Scan. For this study, an alternative strategy was 
developed, which allowed global application of the thresholding method. Instead of a bi-
modal histogram a multimodal histogram distribution for the entire 3-D data was introduced. 
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Using a non-linear least squares algorithm, the normalized intensity histogram of the entire 
3D- data is fitted to a summation of Gaussian distributions, which provides the statistics 
(average and bandwidth) of a number of discrete classes. The algorithm extracts the position 
of the peaks of every A-Scan, and each point is identified by its position and intensity. Then, a 
3D neighborhood algorithm is applied to this 3D-matrix, resulting in a set of layers of defined 
by the points identified by the algorithm as connected, and rejecting random peaks due to 
noise. Therefore, only the points belonging to classes different from noise are considered. 
Figure 2 shows a semi-logarithmic representation of the histogram using normalized intensity 
provided by the Otsu’s method (Fig. 2a) and the multi-modal fitting, providing 9 classes in 
this case (Fig. 2(b)). Figure 2c illustrates the result of the thresholding provided by the Otsu’s 
method on a cross sectional image, while Fig. 2d shows the result of the same thresholding 
when the multimodal fitting is applied. 

 
Fig. 2. (a) Semi-logarithmic representation of the 3-D image histogram using normalized 
intensity (blue points) and fitted data provided by the statistics of the Otsu’s statistical 
thresholding method (red points). (b) Result of the multi-modal fitting in red (9 different 
number of classes were found). In (a) and (b) classes are represented by dash black lines (c) 
Result of the application of the Otsu’s algorithm on a cross sectional image. (d) Result of the 
application of the multimodal algorithm on the same cross sectional image. 

(3) Volume Clustering: As a result of the overlapping statistics of the noise and signal, 
randomly distributed noise is still present in the images after thresholding. We developed a 
volume clustering algorithm based on area or volume classification. Volumes of connected 
points are identified as classes. The classes with a volume size below a certain threshold are 
eliminated. The threshold is estimated as a certain percentile within the range of 95-99% of 
the total number of connected points. Figure 3 (a) shows a 3-D data set before the noise 
reduction, showing multiple small classes randomly distributed. After application of volume 
clustering the number of classes is further reduced, and the larger volumes (i.e. cornea, iris or 
ICRS) are automatically classified. Figure 3(b) shows the result of a volume clustering 
showing the automatic classification of the cornea (in red) and iris (in green). 

(4) Multilayer segmentation: A new approach for automatic segmentation was developed. 
The algorithm is based on boundary region identification (and not only maximum intensity), 
and allows automatic resolution of very close layers of different reflectivity. The algorithm 
extracts the position of the peaks of every A-Scan and they are sorted by position and  
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Fig. 3. (a) (Media 1) Data processed applying the Otsu’s method, and therefore only 
considering the signal composed by only two classes (noise and signal). (b) (Media 2) 
Volumetric clustering of the data after denoising (cornea is represented in red and the iris is 
represented in green). 

 
Fig. 4. (Media 3). Illustration of the multilayer segmentation in a keratoconic cornea implanted 
with an ICRS, showing the posterior corneal surface (white), ICRS (yellow) and the anterior 
corneal surface (orange, movie only). 

intensity. Then a 3D neighborhood algorithm is applied to this 3D-matrix producing layers of 
connected points and rejecting random peaks due to noise. Examples of surface segmentation 
of the posterior corneal surface, ICRS surfaces, and the anterior corneal surface are shown in 
Fig. 4 and Media 3. 

(5) Distortion corrections: Fan distortion correction was applied for the anterior cornea, 
and both fan and optical distortion corrections were applied for the multiple surfaces after the 
anterior surface. We applied these algorithms as previously described [34,35], assuming a 
corneal index of refraction of 1.376. However, the presence of the ICRS (index of refraction = 
with 1.4914) required adjustments in the algorithm to account for the new refractive interfaces 
across the cornea in 3-D. 

(6) Surface fitting by quadrics (biconicoid): Raw corneal elevation data from anterior and 
posterior surfaces were denoised by using a fitting Zernike modal expansions (55 terms, 10th 
order) [35,36]. This iterative method allows further rejection of spurious points in the surface, 
as well as the tilt correction [35]. The denoised surfaces were also fitted by quadrics. For the 
purposes of this study a spherical surface was used as a reference surface in corneal elevation 
maps, A biconicoid was used to obtain corneal shape descriptive parameters (radii of 
curvature Rx and Ry and conic constants Qx and Qy) [40]. 

(7) Pupil center reference. The pupil center was used as a reference across measurements 
(i.e. pre- and post-operative) and to define the optical zone (effective area within the ICRS 
inner diameter). According to previous studies, the pupil center shifts little across pupil sizes 
and light conditions [41]. The pupil center was efficiently calculated from the clustered iris 
volume (Fig. 5 (a)), by collapsing the cloud of points onto a 2-D image. The pupil center and 
radii were obtained from an ellipse fitting of the segmented edges using Sobel edge detector 
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(Fig. 5(b)). The center of the ICRS inner area was calculated from the clustered ICRS volume, 
and ellipse fitting (Fig. 5(c)). The shift between the pupil center and the center of the inner 
area of the ICRS was estimated. The center of optical zone was therefore defined from post-
operative parameters and used of registration of the pre-operative cornea (Fig. 5(d)). The 
biconic fitting of pre- and post-operative corneas was performed on 4-mm pupil diameter. 

 

Fig. 5. (a) Segmented (green). (b) Pupil edge fitting (detected edge in yellow and ellipse fitting 
in green). (c) ICRS inner diameter edge fit in the post-operative cornea (red line, and center as 
a red asterisk) and pupil center (green cross) (d) Evaluation of the same optical zone (in red) in 
the pre-operative cornea, using the pupil center as a reference. 

(8) Corneal elevation maps: The maps are displayed in a square grid of 100x100 points in 
a 6-mm of diameter, with respect to the pupil center. This representation does not require 
interpolation of the data, as (unlike other approaches in Scheimpflug imaging and OCT 
[25,30]) the data were obtained as a dense collection of B-scans, rather than across meridians. 
The measured elevation is represented as the difference of corneal elevation data from the 
reference sphere [42], where warm colors represent points that are higher than the reference 
surface and cool colors represent points below the reference. The pachymetry maps were 
calculated from direct subtraction of the posterior corneal surface from the anterior corneal 
surface, after distortion corrections, and are represented using the HSV color map. 

2.4. ICRS implantation evaluation 

The automatic identification of the edges of the implanted ICRS volumes obtained from the 
clustering algorithm allows the analysis of the ICRS location in 3-D within the cornea: depth, 
orientation and lateral position at every corneal location. These parameters were obtained 
from estimations of the vertices of the ICRSs, and their geometrical center at every location. 
The resulting points in 3-D along an arc (for each segment) allowed estimation of the depth 
and position of the ICRS with respect to the anterior corneal surface. The plane containing 
those arcs (and its corresponding normal) was used to estimate the overall rotation of the ring 
(using the pupil plane as a reference). 

3. Results 

3.1. Posterior corneal surface change after ICRS distortion correction 

Raw OCT images suggested an even larger increase of corneal thickness in the peripheral 
areas of the cornea, as a result of higher optical path difference through the ICRS. However, 
after correction of optical distortion and consideration of the actual PMMA refractive index 
within the segment, corneal thickness decreased by up to 35 µm in those areas. Figure 6 
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shows a cross section of the cornea implanted with the ICRS ring, illustrating the effect of 
correcting the refraction in the left segment while the right one remained un-corrected. It can 
be observed qualitatively that the correction reveals a more symmetric segment with flat 
edges. 

 

Fig. 6. Effect of the ICRS distortion on the corneal posterior surface. Left: Non-corrected 
image (red). Right: image after optical distortion correction of the ICRS (green). 

3.2. Corneal shape: radii of curvature and asphericities 

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the values of radius and asphericity for anterior and posterior 
corneal surface before and after ICRS implantation, obtained from corneal elevation fitting 
within the optical zone (4 mm). Data are the mean of five repeated measurements. 

ICRS implantation produced a significant flattening of the anterior corneal surfaces 
(vertical 1.85%; horizontal 6.00%), and posterior corneal steepening (vertical 11.38%; 
horizontal 3.94%). Similarly, changes in asphericity were also higher in the vertical than in 
the horizontal meridian, both in the anterior (vertical 3.74%; horizontal 10.10%) and posterior 
(vertical 24.42%; horizontal 9.09%) cornea. 

Table 1. Radii of the cornea before and after ICRS surgery 

  Radii of curvature (mm) 
  Pre-op   Post-op 
  Horizontal Vertical   Horizontal Vertical 

Anterior 7.03 ± 0.08 6.51 ± 0.14   7.16 ± 0.16 6.90 ± 0.11 
Posterior 5.97 ± 0.13 6.32 ± 0.09   5.36 ± 0.14 6.08 ± 0.17 

Table 2. Asphericities of the cornea before and after ICRS surgery 

  Asphericity 
  Pre-op   Post-op 
  Horizontal Vertical   Horizontal Vertical 

Anterior −1.03 ± 0.02 −0.89 ± 0.03   −1.07 ± 0.03 −0.99 ± 0.02 
Posterior −1.07 ± 0.08 −1.20 ± 0.07   −0.86 ± 0.08 −1.10 ± 0.10 

3.2 Full corneal topography 

Figure 7 shows quantitative topographies of the anterior and posterior corneal surfaces before 
and after ICRS implantation. The pre-operative anterior corneal surface shows a 40 µm 
bulging (with respect to the reference sphere) near the ectactic zone, next to a −45 µm 
depression. Large asymmetries are also observed in the posterior cornea. 

After ICRS implantation, the anterior surface of the cornea shows a more regular pattern, a 
shift of the area of maximum elevation and a decrease in the maximum height (down to 15 
µm.). The ICRS produces a stretching that decreases elevation (−20 µm) in the area above the 
ICRS. The posterior topographic map is consistent with a lateral stretching in the optical zone 
induced by the action of ICRS, and shows an effective protrusion of the cornea areas behind 
the ICRS. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Quantitative anterior and posterior corneal elevation maps of a keratoconic cornea. 
(b) Quantitative post-ICRS anterior and posterior corneal elevation map. All data are after 
refraction distortion correction, and for a 6-mm zone. 

 
Fig. 8. Quantitative pachymetry map of keratoconic cornea (a) before and (b) after ICRS 
implantation. Data are for a 6-mm zone. 

3.3. Corneal pachymetry 

ICRS implantation increased the minimum corneal thickness (from 353 ± 15 µm pre-
operatively and 429 ± 15 µm post-ICRS), and decreased the overall corneal thickness 
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asymmetry (Fig. 8). The post-ICRS pachymetry map is consistent with a lateral stretching 
within the optical zone induced by the action of ICRS. At the location of the ICRS (i.e. 
beyond the optical zone) corneal thickness effectively increased, indicating an axial stretching 
of the cornea by the ICRS. 

3.4. ICRS location 

Figure 9 shows an illustration of the estimated location and orientation of the ICRS inside the 
cornea in 3-D. The ICRS center of mass was measured to be at a depth from the anterior 
corneal surface ranging from 350 to 470 μm (left segment) and from 360 to 450 (right 
segment). The ICRS was tilted 5.46 ± 1.16° (left segment) and 12.41 ± 1.65° (right segment) 
with respect to the pupil plane, and laterally decentered (−0.10 ± 0.05 mm in the horizontal 
direction and −0.34 ± 0.10 mm in the vertical direction) with respect to the pupil center. 

 
Fig. 9. 3-D analysis of the orientation (with respect to the pupil plane) and average depth (with 
respect to the anterior cornea) of the left and right ICRS. The red arrows are normal to the 
plane of the ICRS, and the yellow arrows are normal to the pupil. 

4. Discussion 

The capability of the OCT for obtaining accurate topographies from the anterior corneal 
surface has been reported in a recent publication [35]. In this study, the application of the 
algorithms for reconstructing accurate corneal elevation maps after application of optical and 
fan distortion correction [33–35], as well as new dedicated processing algorithms for 
automatic segmentation and volume clustering has opened the possibility for automatic 
corneal topographies and quantitative characterization of keratoconic eyes before and after 
ICRS implantation. This application is particularly demanding, as keratoconic corneas are 
irregular, and the ICRS are foreign objects within the cornea with a different refractive index. 
The high-resolution of the OCT, together with the acquisition of 3-D corneal images (rather 
than meridional cross section) allows reconstruction of a dense corneal volume. The methods 
of analysis of the OCT corneal images presented in this study have resulted in powerful tool 
for quantitative evaluation of the keratoconic cornea and its change after ICRS implantation, 
even beyond the optical zone limited by the inner diameter of the ICRS. While the anterior 
corneal topography in keratoconic patients has been reported extensively with different 
corneal topographers, primarily Placido videokeratoscopy, the changes in the posterior 
corneal changes are debated. It is thought that the first topographical changes in keratoconus 
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are presented on the posterior corneal surface, corresponding to an increased posterior corneal 
elevation and a focal thinning [16–19], although further investigations are needed, as some of 
the commercially available devices to measure posterior corneal surface are either not well 
validated or suffer from optical distortions from the anterior corneal surface. Therefore, a 
more sensitive posterior corneal elevation measurement, corrected from the refractive effects 
of the (very irregular) anterior corneal surface can be critical in the diagnosis and monitoring 
of keratoconus. 

The automatic tools developed for analysis of the keratoconic cornea in this study provide 
extensive information of the geometrical features of the keratoconic corneas based on OCT 
imaging, including anterior and posterior corneal elevation maps, pachymetric maps, 3-D 
location of the ectatic area, corneal apex and pupil center for referencing (reported as a more 
suitable reference than the specular reflection [30]. This information is essential in planning 
treatment, in particular ICRS implantation. Additional automatic tools have been developed to 
characterize the ICRS implant, and the geometrical corneal changes following ICRS, all based 
on OCT imaging. In this patient, the ICRS produced a significant anterior corneal flattening 
within the optical zone. We also showed a steepening of the posterior corneal surface inside 
the ICRS optical zone. It is likely that the distortion produced by the ICRS on the posterior 
corneal surface, if not corrected using the ICRS index of refraction, may result in inaccuracy 
of the curvature data provided by other instruments, even within the optical zone. 
Furthermore, the correction of the optical distortion produced by the anterior corneal surface, 
as well as by the ICRS in the OCT images, allows analysis of the corneal topography even in 
peripheral corneal areas. The quantitative corneal surface maps (Fig. 7) suggest a lateral 
stretch produced by the ICRS. The quantitative pachymetric maps (Fig. 8) suggest a 
redistribution of corneal thickness which could help in delaying the progression of 
keratoconus. The automatic volume clustering and surface segmentation tools allowed a 
comprehensive description of the 3-D location of the ICRS, and therefore to evaluate the 
implantation and monitor potential longitudinal changes, as well as correlations between the 
geometrical and optical outcomes and the geometrical properties and location of the ring. 

5. Conclusions 

Anterior segment OCT provided with fan and optical distortion correction and automatic 
analysis tools is an excellent instrument for evaluating keratoconus. Furthermore, OCT 
quantitative imaging allows comprehensive 3-D quantitative analysis of the keratoconic 
cornea and the changes produced by ICRS treatment, as well as monitoring of the ICRS three-
dimensional location. ICRS produced a flattening of the anterior surface, steepening of the 
posterior surface, meridional differences in the changes of radii if curvature and asphericities, 
a symmetrization of the anterior corneal and a redistribution of corneal thickness. 
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